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It’s the System, Stupid
We do manage to have some
excellent speakers for our
annual Frow Lecture and this
year’s, in May, was no
exception. John Hilary, the
Executive Director of War on
Want, gave an outstanding
political analysis of the world in
the early years of the 21st
century in his lecture ‘Taking the
Fight to Global Capitalism’.

We don’t have the space here to
cover everything that John said
but you are welcome to come in
and listen to our recording.
John made it graphically clear
how the present woes and
inequalities in the world can all
be laid well and truly at the door
of the capitalist system and how
governments and institutions
have been, and still are, by their

actions, seeking to perpetuate
the status quo at the expense of
the majority.

for introducing legislation and
practices that reduce their ability
to operate freely.

He referred to the financial crisis
of 2007/2008 caused by the
failure of the system and its’
subsequent propping up by
governments, not with private
capital but with public funds.

So, all in all, a clear analysis of
what lies at the core of the
problems facing the world and
how the capitalist system,
through its institutions, is
manipulating to perpetuate its
power at our expense.

As a result of this bailout those
farthest removed from the cause
are having to suffer through
the austerity measures being
introduced across the globe.
Yet the institutions at the
heart of the cause of the
collapse, the IMF, WTO and
others have been protected
and revered and listened to
for solutions which will
further entrench the power
of capital.
John then went on to point
out how international
agreements on trade have
moved beyond being about
tariffs to removing any
barriers that hinder the
ability of capital to exploit.
For example current secret talks
between the EU and USA,
Transatlantic Trade &
Investment Partnership or TTIP
for short, that will seek to
remove any nation’s internal
arrangements and standards
that could be a barrier to ‘free
trade’. He went further and
mentioned the growing trend of
companies suing governments

John was, however, heartened
by what he saw as a
fundamental shift in the way
that opposition forces have
moved from reform to an antisystemic movement exposing
the contradictions at the core of
the problem.
A really well structured and
informative lecture.

Thank You
In the last edition of ‘Shelf Life’
we asked those friends currently
donating by cheque or cash to
consider filling in a standing
order form.A number of you
have done for which we are very
grateful. It really does help us to
plan and feel more comfortable
about our income.
We would again request that
friends consider filling in the form
down loadable from our website.
The same applies, of course to
trade unions from whom we
would equally welcome a
monthly or annual standing order.

From
The

Collection
Pit and Factory Papers
Pit and factory papers were
periodicals produced by small
Communist Party groups
within individual workplaces
and as such give a unique
insight into local communist
activism. According to the
illustrated pamphlet Pit and
Factory Papers by Eddie and
Ruth Frow they “took a long
hard look at the working
conditions, wages and life
generally of those among whom
they worked”.
The papers were typed and
then duplicated for distribution

within the mine or factory and
not many have survived. As
well as articles they contained
illustrations and cartoons,
showing varying degrees of
talent and sophistication.
The library holds 105 examples
of these papers, with an
emphasis on the North West of
England and all have now been
catalogued as part of our larger
periodicals collection. Most
date from the late 1920s and

early 1930s and cover such
diverse workplaces as
Herrburger Brooks who made
piano components
(Action Keynote),
Askern colliery near
Doncaster (The
Askern Turn Point),
Metropolitan Electric
Tramways (Eighth
Notch) and Salford
Docks (Salford
Docker). Sadly the
library usually has
only one or two
issues of a paper and sometimes
only photocopies of
the originals, but
occasionally there is a
longer run. For
example we have 18
original issues of The
Jogger – the
communist paper for
clearing house clerks
at Euston station and 8
original issues of The
Red Letter
– a paper
for postal workers.
The Communist
Party of Great
Britain continued
to organise within
factories and pits
and by 1942 the
Lancashire district
had 109 pit and
factory groups.
However the 1944
campaign to
affiliate to the

Labour Party meant that the
Communist Party concentrated
on building area branches and
members were transferred to
these. In the process a majority
of the factory and pit members
were lost to the party as many
felt their political work was in
the industrial field.
For those interested in further
background to the production of
the papers and a list of around
180 titles and their locations (as
at 1996) the pamphlet by Eddie
and Ruth Frow is available from
our online bookshop at
www.wcml.org.uk/shop

Cartoon
Corner
For any of you confused about
the jingoistics around at the
moment this cartoon by Danish
cartoonist Herluf Fidstrup and
reproduced by Peace and
Socialism Publishers should
help to put things in perspective.

Open as Always
The local Tory party put out an
election leaflet during the recent
campaign saying that the
Library receives a grant from
Salford City Council ‘and yet
people cannot walk in and read
any material’. Yes it is true that
we do get an annual grant from
the local authority for which we
are very grateful but is totally
untrue that people can’t have
access to material. For years the
local Conservatives have had it
in for the Library but this time
they have gone too far with this
untruth. We are seeking a public

retraction but without success so
far. The argument has now
moved to one of ‘you can’t
borrow their books like you can
in other libraries’. They’ve
obviously never heard of
reference libraries.
You know what they say about
there being no such thing as bad
publicity? Well we’ve certainly
benefited from the furore the
leaflet has produced, receiving
many messages of support and
quite a number of financial
donations via PayPal.

Workers’ Culture
The Trustees are really positive
about bringing people into
Jubilee House to experience the
wealth of material and culture of
the Library, and not just
researchers. We are taking
advantage of the excellent
acoustics in our entrance hall and
exhibition area to bring songs,
words and music to our visitors.

In March we participated in the
Manchester Histories Festival
and in addition to having a stall
in the Town Hall we welcomed
capella singers the Bailey Sisters,
who accompanying themselves
on string and percussion, gave a
concert of stories and songs of
the Manchester Cotton Industry

using material drawn from the
Library.
Then in May the Library
continued its participation in
‘Museums at Night’ with yet
another worthy and well
supported event. Perhaps not at
night but during the early
evening of 15th May 60 plus
people,
many of
them new
faces came to
the Library
to hear a
rolling
programme
of songs and
politics. We
were proud
to have with
us Tayo Aluko
making the
great African
American
singer and
civil rights
activist Paul
Robeson come to life in Jubilee
House in words and song.
Continuing on the theme of our
Film Festival earlier in the week
historical ballad singer, Jennifer

Reid, gave very moving
renditions of coal dust ballads
both old and relatively new.
These events are well worth
attending and if you were
unable to make either you
missed out on a treat. Sign up at
www.wcml.org.uk/enewsletters
to hear about future events.

Trade Union Support
As always we are indebted to
the support we receive from the
trade union movement, and the
last quarter has seen that
support being kept up. In total
we received donations of about
£4,300 since the beginning of
March from the usual wide
variety of unions and levels
within their organisations.
Support has come in from
Advance, BECTU, Community
and NUT at national level and
at regional or branch level from
CWU, GMB, NASUWT, NUJ,

NUT, UCATT, UNISON and
Unite. Plus ten trades councils.
Thanks to you all.
We had a stall, in May, at the
annual conference of UCU, which
to date is not one of our biggest
supporters. Hopefully, after
seeing the stall and discovering a
bit about the Library things will
change with more support
coming in from them and more
students on relevant courses
being made aware of this
fantastic research resource.

Last Cage Down
Following on from reading
page 3 you’ll see that it’s been
quite a cultural quarter (of the
year) because we’ve also had
our second film festival!
Spread over three days this
year’s had a mining theme, to
mark the 30th anniversary of
the miners' strike. All
screenings were free including the popcorn...

The first screening was ‘The
Road to Drumleman’ which
told the story of brotherhood
at the Argyll Colliery (19471967). When artist Jan
Nimmo's dad, a former shot
firer at the pit, died, she sought

out the remaining men who had
worked alongside him to piece
together the story of Scotland's
most remote coal mine.
This was followed by ‘The Last
Strike’, followed by a talk by
NUM activist Dave Douglass,
the NUM activist known as
‘Danny the Red'. The film
focused on St Helen's,
Lancashire and highlighted
the key role played by
women during the year
long dispute.
Finally but not least we
enjoyed ‘Last Pit in the
Valley’, Salford’s Irwell
Valley Mining Project's
acknowledgement of lost
Salford pits and reminder
of miners' working
conditions through the
years, and ‘Pride in the
Pits’, a tribute to the men and
women who worked in the
North Staffordshire coalfield.
In addition to the films we were
also very pleased to welcome
welcome Mark Metcalf from the
Orgreave Truth and Justice
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The Great
Money Trick
You’ve all heard of Frank
Owen’s great money trick in
Robert Tressell’s Ragged
Trousered Philanthropists, but
how about this one from our
very own rich person’s
philanthropist George Osborne.
Chancellor George Osborne has
very kindly given the Library
relief of £2,000 from our
employer’s national insurance
contribution responsibilities, so
thank you good guy George.
As a registered charity the
Library has always been exempt
from paying business rates,
thanks to Salford Council
exercising its discretion and not
charging small charities. This
year, however, they have
reviewed their policy and we
now have to pay over £4,000 a
year business rates, bad guys
Salford Council.
The net loss to the Library is
£2,000 a year. Other
organisations will, no doubt find
themselves in a similar position.
Salford’s reversal of policy is
forced as a direct result of the
drastic financial state local
authorities find themselves in
resulting from the Chancellor’s
austerity policies. So the one
who, at first glance appears to be
the good guy is actually really
the bad guy, if you follow.
Campaign who spoke of the
Campaign's determination to
seek truth and justice for the
miners victimised by the police
at the Orgreave Coking Plant,.
Here’s looking forward to next
years festival.
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